Student Experience Committee
September 1st, 2020
Attendance: 14

Agenda:
- Moment of silence
- Check in: what are you feeling? what have you heard?
- Upcoming data meeting with Maggie - what information do we want?
- Update on one-pager (Immediate Goal 2)
- Update on survey (Immediate Goal 1)
- Review short term action items

Notes:
- **Jamboard created**

Check In
- More Student Conduct shenanigans
- VA rejected proposal for dismantling qualified immunity for police >:(
- Dashboard transparency
- VCU did not extend Pass/Fail policy to classes within major
- **SGA Contact**
- Concerns
  - Job security
  - Community service hours for protests?
- Create a list of demands for our students and advocate for it
- Rhonda has approval to use a tent each Monday for resources
  - Sent out doc for committee to review and provide feedback

Meeting With Maggie
- Data access
  - Percentage/population of students living outside of residence halls
    - We focus on resources for students on campus however, we should look into resources outside of VCU -- to better support ALL students
  - Summer semester
    - pass/fail/withdraw
    - Overall academic performance -- to investigate how students were impacted
    - Academic standing policy for summer
  - Inquire about demographic information for surveys
  - Existing survey that asks similar questions

Immediate Goal 2: One-pager update
- Reviewed/edited spreadsheet created by Ian
  - Focused on incorporating more off campus resources
Possibly use Canva to distribute
Haya volunteered to create IG account for this initiative

Immediate Goal 1: Survey update
Met twice; brainstormed ideas to:
- find a focus point about student interactions
- Identify top three student concerns
- Experience with faculty
- Etc!

Survey Draft
- Demographics listed second to avoid stereotype threat; race question pending to see what VCU uses as descriptors so the data can match

Feedback
- Ask students are they aware of resources (have checklist)
- Demographics -- Non traditional adult learners [age 24+ and/or have a dependent and/or work 35+ hours per week]
- What experiences do you bring to VCU as a student?
- Will you be willing to join a student experience committee to advocate

Short Term Action Items
- Will revisit next meeting

Additional Notes:
Student Conduct
- stuconduct@vcu.edu
- Karen Belanger Director of Student Conduct kbelanger@vcu.edu
- Rocky Carmine Asst Director of Student Conduct carminero@vcu.edu

Research Data Contacts (Maggie requests we contact Holly/Jaice for any questions about data for this committee)
- Holly Bailey, Research and Business Analyst Institutional Research and Decision Support baileyhj@vcu.edu
- Janice Babb, Senior Analyst for Assessment and Institutional Effectiveness jgbaab@vcu.edu
- Archana Pathak, Inclusive Excellence, leads the "call me by my name" initiative, aapathak@vcu.edu